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abstract
Condition monitoring, as it is usually refered to, is a maintenance
strategy where decisions are taken depending on regularly measured
equipment states or conditions. In literature and in practice,
condition monitoring is often advocated as an efficient tool for
cost-effective maintenance. It reduces uncertainty with respect to
actual states of equipment, and may thus avoid unnecessary repair
or replacement, compared to techniques such as time based
preventive maintenance. However, in many cases it requires capital
investment for monitoring equipment.
In this paper we analyse a basic model for the economic evaluation
and optimisation of condition monitoring techniques. The model is
based on the assumption that for a certain type of failure mode,
equipment passes through an intermediate state between
'as-good-as-new' and 'failed'. This so called 'bad' state can be
detected by the inspection technique, allowing preventive
maintenance to be planned before equipment failure. Other
'invisible' failure modes may be involved, and these are modelled
as a competing risk to evaluate their influence.
Apart from providing optimality results for inspection frequencies,
this paper especially focuses on sensitivity analyses. Hereby we
identify the most important model parameters, showing that the full
model can be simplified without seriously affecting optimal
decision taking.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The main aim of inspections is to obtain information on the actual

state of systems to be maintained. This can be to check whether the

systems are still functioning, how they are functioning or whether

failures are impending. This paper focuses on the last category of

inspections to which, amongst others, condition monitoring

techniques typically belong.

The value of inspections is twofold. Firstly, fewer extensive

repairs may be needed if a potential failure is detected before it

occurs. Secondly, corrective actions may be deferred to a more

opportune moment with less negative impact on the users of the

system. Which aspect is most worthwhile depends on the actual

failure and usage characteristics of the system. As such,

inspections do not reduce the number of repairs. On the other hand,

a good working inspection or condition monitoring scheme does

reduce the need to open and overhaul production systems regularly,

as this itself is sometimes a cause of failures. For many important

systems to which condition monitoring is applied, the benefits are

so obvious that the economic justification is quite simple. Fed by

these successes, there is a tendency to apply condition monitoring

techniques to more and more systems. At this point the question

arises when condition monitoring in particular or inspections in

general, are cost effective.

In this paper we analyze a basic model for the economic evaluation

and optimization of inspection techniques, be they manual or

automatic. The model is based on the assumption that for one type

of failure mode (the two-phase failure mode) a system passes

through an intermediate state, which can be detected by the

inspection technique. Hence the system passes through two phases: a

good one in which the intermediate state is not detectable, and a

bad one in which it is. If the system is in the bad state it is

expected to fail soon.

There may be other failure modes as well for which the intermediate

state does not occur, the so-called competing risks. The detection

of the intermediate state depends on the inspection technique
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employed and indicates that a certain amount of degradation has

occurred. Usually, the expected time to failure from the

intermediate state will be much less than for a new system (when

disregarding the competing risks) .

Besides optimality results we focus on determining which model

parameters, especially in the second phase, are essential for the

optimization. To this end we compare the optimum from the full

model with optima from simplified versions of the model, in which

some parameters have been left out or are set at default values. In

this way we arrive at a listing of the key model parameters.

The most recent overview of inspection models is given by

Valdez-Flores and Feldman [7]. Here we review only the immediately

relevant literature. The model presented in this paper can be

considered as a variant of one studied by Mine and Kawai [3];

however, they consider only one type of failure mode and provide a

criterion for existence of a finite optimal inspection strategy

under a stronger assumption then we will. Our model is also similar

to the delay time model of Christer and Waller [1] in which the

delay time corresponds to the second phase in our model, and in

which the other failure modes are also disregarded. Christer and

Waller [2] have applied their model with success, but have not done

extensive sensitivity studies to determine which model parameters

are essential, which is the main subject of this paper. In our

model the inspection strategy is slightly different from the

strategy used by Christer and Waller.

The two-phase model can be considered as a special case of more

general models in which a system passes through multiple states

before failure and in which state-dependent inspection policies are

applied (see for example Sengupta [4] and Tijms and Van Der Duyn

Schouten [6]). Although for these general models the analysis and

optimization results are not much more difficult, they are much

harder to apply in practice, as data are needed for each phase and

implementation requires an on-line decision support system.

However, they are appropriate if inspection yields a metric

result, i.e. a measurable quantity (e.g. wall thickness) which has

a quantitative relationship with the probability of failure.

In general, it is very difficult to obtain such a quantitative
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relationship. For example, vibration analysis inspection results

are usually classified into two or three categories (being normal

conditions, some deterioration and substantial deterioration urging

immediate shutdown; the latter can be considered as a failure). In

this case it is also difficult to make the distinction between the

categories. It is clear that the two-phase model is simpler in this

respect, and hence has less severe data requirements. The result of

the model (being a fixed optimum inspection interval) is also more

easily implemented. Christer and Waller's papers ([1], [2]) show

that it is possible to obtain data. Our actual paper shows which

data of the two-phase are most important, results which are much

harder to obtain and to use for multiple phase models.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we present

the model formally and optimization results are obtained in section

3. A simplified version of the model, without competing risks is

studied in section 4. Sensitivity analyses are carried out in

section 5, by means of comparison of the model with certain

simplified versions (some parameters set at default values).

Finally, in section 6 the conclusions are brought together, and it

is remarked that future research topics will mainly concern the use

of experimental as well as subjective data (and the elicitation) if

this model is applied in practice.
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2. THE TWO-PHASE MODEL WITH COMPETING RISKS

In this section a formal introduction to the model is provided.

Basically, the model represents the life and deterioration of a

system, and there are four possible states for the condition of the

system, which are presented schematically:

_GOODt
DOWN 2

)~_BAD DOWN 1 I

While in states Good or Bad, the system functions normally. On the

other hand, states Down 1 and Down 2 represent system failure.

Actually, all states are measures of system deterioration, that is:

While in state Good, no deterioration has started yet, and

the system remains as-good-as-new.

While in state Bad, deterioration has been initiated, and is

growing towards failure.

As soon as the system arrives in a down state, this is immediately

observed and restored (through perfect repair or replacement). This

results in an as-good-as-new condition (state Good). Meanwhile,

inspections can reveal the true state of the system. If an

inspection shows a Bad state, the system is also restored to the

Good state by applying preventive maintenance (a perfect repair).

Inspections and repair require a negligible amount of time.

using the terminology of renewal theory, we will work with time

cycles such that the system is known to be in state Good at the

beginning of each cycle. The time of inspection, from now on called

the inspection strategy, is the time from the beginning of the

cycle until the system is inspected. At that moment, if the system

has not already failed, the next cycle starts.

Our aim is to find an inspection strategy that minimizes the

expected total costs per unit of time. Such a strategy will be
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called optimal.

Notation and assumptions are given below.

NOTATION

t: Time (since the beginning of the present cycle).

T: Critical inspection age (inspection strategy).

L: random variable (r.v.) denoting cycle length.

T
GB

: r.v. denoting sojourn time in Good state where transition is

restricted to the Bad state only.

T . r.v. denoting sojourn time in Bad state where transition is
BDl'

restricted to state Down l.

T
GD2

: r.v. denoting sojourn time in Good state where transition is

restricted to state Down 2.

T . r.v. denoting sojourn time in Bad state where transition isBD2'
restricted to state Down 2.

C
G

: Cost of inspection in the Good state.

C . Cost of inspection and repair in the Bad state.B'
C

D1
: Cost of repair at state Down l.

C
D2

: Cost of repair at state Down 2.

~(T): expected long-term total cost per unit of time as a function

of T.

C(T): expected cycle cost.

L(T): expected cycle length (so the mean value of L, EL).

* *T : optimal critical inspection age (~(T) ~ ~(T ) for all T>O).

PG (T) : Probability that a cycle ends in the Good state (we also

use P
G

).

PB (T) : Probability that a cycle ends in the Bad state.

PD1(T): Probability that a cycle ends in state Down l.

P
D2

(T): Probability that a cycle ends in state Down 2.
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A: Transition rate from state Good to Bad (A>O).

~: Transition rate from Good or Bad to Down 2 (~>O).

F, f: Cumulative distribution function (cdf) resp. density function

of the distribution of T
BD1

,

is theI l (T): Multiple of the density of TGB+TBD1' in fact All (T)

exact density.

1
2

(T): Conditional cdf of transition from state Bad to Down 1

within the interval [O,T],

ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions are implicit to the model in this paper:

- T
GB

is exponentially distributed with transition rate A,

- T
GD2

and T
BD2

are both exponentially distributed with transition

rate ~.

- T has a distribution with cdf and density resp. F and f, with
BDl

F(O)=O, f continuous, with finite first and second moment
-1

and ET
BDl

<A .

- T
GB

, T
GD2

, T
GDl

and T
BDl

are independent.

- COl> CB > CG > O.

Inspections and repairs are perfect (resulting in state Good) .

Inspections and repairs require neglectable time.

- Each cycle begins in state Good (with t set equal to 0).

States Down 1 and Down 2 reveal themselves immediately, and

repairs are executed at the same moment.

- Only by means of inspection it can be determined whether the

state of the system is Good or Bad.

- Only by means of repair the system can be renewed.
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3. OPTIMISATION RESULTS FOR THE TWO-PHASE MODEL

WITH COMPETING RISKS

The renewal reward theorem (see e.g. Tijms [5]) dictates that total

long-term average costs ~ can be determined from expected cycle

results, as follows:

~(T)
C (T) expected cycle costs

L(T) expected cycle length

The costs per cycle are given by

whereas in appendix 1 it is shown that

P
G

-(A+Il)T
e

P
B

-IlT{ -AT
F(T) + 11 (T)}e 1- e

P
D1

(_A){1 (T) _ e-
IlT '11 (T)}A + Il 2

L(T)
P

D2
--Il-' with

PD2= 1 - e-
IlT

(l - F(T»)

1 - P
G

- P
B

- P
D1

- (_Il_)e-IlT1 (T) - (_A_)1 (T)
A + Il 1 A + Il 2

T

1
1

(T) = S f(u)e-A(T-U)du
o

and

Using elementary calculus (convolution-integrals and partial

integration) these expressions are easily derived from:

PG P(TGB>T A TGD1>T)

PB P(TGB~T A TGD2>TGB A TGB+TBD1>T A TGB+TBD2>T)

PD1 P(TGB+TBD1~T A TGD2 >TGB A TGB+TBD2>TGB+TBD1)

PD2 P({TGD2~T A TGB>TGD2} V

A
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Now it is easy to see that we only need to know f(t) for O~t~T to

calculate ~(T)" This is an important conclusion for practical

implementation of the method, and will be used in the future when

we will examine methods to deal with expert opinions to assess the

distribution of T
BD1

"

Notice that we can write the function ~ in terms of the competing

risk part of the process and the second phase as

~2PH(T) =

~(T) ~2PH(T) + ~CR' where

~ (PGCG + PBCB + PD1CD1 )

P
D2

and

with ~CR the costs resulting from competing risk failures" Also

notice that these costs do not depend on T.

~2PH(T) are the costs resulting of the 2-phase part of the model.

These are of course T dependent.

If no inspections were performed (T ~) the costs would be

~(~) with

Without inspections, a cycle can only end in states Down 1 and Down

2, with probabilities

PDl (~)
A A= A + l2 (~) and PD2 (~) 1 - A + ~I2(~)·

To allow proper comparisons, we consider the dimensionless quantity

M (T)

(The functions M(T) and ~(T)

continuous.}

are continuous because f is

*Obviously M(~)=l, and minimizing ~(T) will lead to the same T as
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minimizing M(T) will. The performance measure M(T) is easier to

interpret, because only if it is less than one does strategy T lead

to lower costs than when no inspection is applied.

Now it is obvious that the costs C
D2

do not have any influence on

*the position of T . The resulting optimization problem is identical

to that of Mine and Kawai [3]. This results in the following

THEOREM 1

a minimum value for a finite T

andIf

M (T)

jl>O

(and

roo A
f(u)e udu < 00

o
therefore ~(T» has

(with f continuous), then

with
1 1

Y AT
lim e 1

1
(T) JOO AU

T ? 00
f(u)e du

0

PROOF see appendix 2.

Note that the assumption

(for all u ~ 0) and if

I
oo Af(u)e udu < 00

o
3 3 V :

£>0 TO~O t>To

is satisfied if f(u)<oo

h(t) > A + £, with

h(t)
. f (t)

1-F(t)'
the hazard rate of the 2-phase distribution.

Mine and Kawai (3] have shown that the same criterion is necessary

and sufficient for the existence of a finite optimum, if h (t)

increases monotonically to infinity.

The sufficient condition in our theorem is also necessary if M(T)

has exactly one minimum, either for a finite value of T or for T=oo.

Two special cases arise from the general theory above: one with an

exponential 2-phase distribution, and one assuming a deterministic

sojourn time in the Bad state. Both provide explicit expressions
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for the optimality criterion, but only the deterministic case can

be understood intuitively. The obtained results will later on be

used for sensitivity analyses.

2-phase distribution exponential

By assuming an exponential distribution with intensity K (with

K>A) for T
BD1

, the variable ~ in Theorem 1 becomes:

Although ~ seems to be a simple function of the costs and the

intensities it does not lead to an intuitively attractive

interpretation.

2-phase deterministic

For a deterministic 2-phase time, say T
BD1

=T2<OO, ~ becomes:

*If a finite optimal strategy exists then T =T2. This intuitively

logical result can be found by calculating the first derivative of

~(T) which is negative for T<T2, and positive for T>T2 when CD1>~'
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4. THE TWO-PHASE MODEL WITHOUT COMPETr.NG RISKS

In this section we reconsider our model discarding the competing

risks. Here, one cannot simply take the limit for ~lO, because ~ is

the denominator of L(T). Hence L(T) must be rewritten. The expected

cycle cost, C(T), maintains the same form (using

use of a different model) :

-C(T) PGCG + PBCB + P
D1

C
D1

, with

P
G

-AT
e

- -AT
P

B
1 - e - F(T) + 1

1
(T)

P
D1

= F(T) - 1
1

(T) .

The expected cycle length is:

to indicate the

where L
D1

(T) is the expected cycle length given the cycle ends in

Down 1, so

r r: f(v)dv

L
D1

(T) R(u)du, with R(u) and
0 r f(v)dv

0

f(v) = JV Ae-A(V-y)f(y)dy.

o

This leads to

Again the function of interest is ~(T)

TJyf(y)dy.
o

C (T)

L(T)

For the model without competing risks theorem 1 cannot be used,

because there it is assumed that ~>O. To prove theorem 1 (see

appendix 2) multiplication with P~2 is performed, which equals zero

if ~=O.

Therefore, we prove an analogous result in appendix 3. Also it is
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shown that theorem 2 follows from theorem 1, taking the limit for

THEOREM 2

(with f continuous)f
oo i\

If f(u)e udu < 00

o
~(T) has a minimum value

then:

for a finite T if C
D1

>7, where

~ {
1

}[T + T
2

CGy + CB (l-y) ], with7
T

2

1 1
Y i\T

lim e II (T) flO i\f(u)e udu
T~

0

00

and T
2

ET
BD1 f uf(u)du, the mean of the 2-phase

0

distribution.

PROOF see appendix 3.
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s. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

The main aim of this paper is to assess the importance of model

parameters, thus to check whether some parameters can harmlessly be

set at default values without affecting optimality requirements too

much. To this end, we perform sensitivity analyses, comparing six

versions of the complete model over a wide range of practical

parameter values. As an initial step, one particular case with

practical significance was focused on. The results of this first

step are used for the model comparison.

The standard set of parameter values, used in the first step, is:

;\=1, Il=l, C
G

=1, C =6, C
D1

=100, C
D2

=100 and a weibull
B

distribution for T
BD1

, with mean = 0.2 and (3=3 (so variance

0.005) .

Results of the sensitivity analyses are presented in table 1. In

*the second column the influence on T is shown, using the following

symbols:

+ Dependent, positive (increasing this characteristic leads to an

*increasing T ).

o No significant dependence.

Dependent, negative (increasing this characteristic leads to a

*decreasing T ).

The last column gives a range of values such that accordingly, the

*optimal strategy differs less than 10% from the T of the standard

set.
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Table 1

*CHARACTERISTIC INFLUENCE ON T RANGE

A - 0.5 - 4

1..1. 0 <0.001 - >10

C
B

0 <2 - >50

COl - 50 - 200

mean = ET
BD1 + 0.15 - 0.3

{3 + <0.5 - 6

(variance) (-) (0.002 - >0.2)

Another important aspect is sensitivity towards the distribution of

T
BD1

. We compared several distributions with the same mean

variance, and found that all led to approximately the same

and

*T .

In practice, one could first estimate the mean and variance of

distribution onT
BD1

, fitting any

characteristics.

suitable lifetime

A sensitivity analyses, using

these two

several

distributions with the same mean and variance still has to be

executed afterwards.

In appendix 4 the numerical results are presented, together with

the comparisons of several distributions of T
BD1

.

Now the complete two-phase model is compared with five other

models. All these models represent simplifications obtained from

discarding certain aspects. Here, the idea is that nearly optimal

results must still be guaranteed though with a minimum data

acquisition effort. Also based on the results of the first step of

this section, the six models are
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l. Complete model

2. 2-phase time deteDministic

3. Jl 0

4. Jl 0, C
D1

= 100

5. Jl 0, C
D1

= 100, 2-phase distribution exponential
1

6. Jl 0, C
D1

= 100, 2-phase distribution exponential, A 10'

Our interest in these models arises from practice. For instance, if

a deteDministic T
BD1

leads to good results, neither the variance of

T
BD1

nor the fODm of its distribution has to be estimated. From

this point of view an exponential distribution for T
BD1

would be

attractive as well.

If we can use Jl=O, this would leave the competing risks out of the

problem.

In practice, C
G

will probably be known quite accurately (we do not

regard the cost parameters as random variables), but C
D1

will be

much harder to deteDmine. In practice it might be hard to estimate

the costs C
B

accurately, but these costs will not have very much

influence on the final decision (see table 1).

Finally, if we could set A at a default value without arriving at

bad inspection strategies, this would reduce the estimation problem

to parameters of the distribution of T
BD1

only (model 6).

Instead of looking at one standard set of parameter values we now

derive a more general result. Therefore, we took several values for

each parameter and analyzed all models for all combinations. It is

assumed that final results hold within the entire area between the

extreme parameter values. The values are chosen such that many

cases of practical interest are covered:

1. C
G

= 1 (scaling)

2. mean = 1 (scaling)

3. ~ = 0.25, 0.5, 1 (~= standard deviation)

mean and ~ are characteristics of the 2-phase distribution. We

use a Weibull distribution in the complete model.

4. C
B
= 1, 2, 6, 10

5. C
D1

= 2, 6, 10, 50, 100, 1000

with C
D1

>C
B

, and C
D2

=C
D1

.

16



6. A

7. IJ.

1, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.04, 0.01, 0.001

1, 0.2, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001.

Time and cost parameters are scaled by setting C
G
=l and mean=l.

In practice we are only interested in distributions for T
BD1

with a

non-decreasing hazard rate. This way, we evaluate the exponential

distribution for 0-=1, and distributions with increasing failure

rate for 0-=0.25 and 0-=0.5.

well

range

and IJ.

for A

different
A
IJ.

problems,

ratios are concerned for A and IJ., with extreme ratios as

= 1000 as ~ = 1000. Especially when 1J.=1000A possible

when IJ. is set to 0, will be revealed.

For C
B

we have covered the range [C
G

,10C
G

] and for C
D1

the

[2CG,1000C
G

] such that C
D1

>C
B

. Values for the intensities A

are chosen such that they cover very wide ranges. The values
-1

lead to a range for ET
GB

=A of [ET
BD1

, 1000ET
BD1

] •

To see if the default value IJ.=O might lead to problems

In total this gives 3'18'7·5=1890 combinations of parameter values

(18 resulting from all combinations of C
B

and C
D1

with C
D1

>C
B
).

Based on results for the full model, and corresponding results for

the restricted models, a comparison is drawn. Thus we calculate

* *~ (T ) - ~ (T ),
a

*with T the optimal strategy according to model a (a=2, .. ,6).
a *

It is obvious that this will yield a non-negative value, as T is

the point where ~ is minimal.

To make a realistic comparison between all these different

parameter (cost) values possible, we must consider the relative

difference:

RL

* *~ (T ) - ~ (T )
a

*~(T )

where RL stands for Relative Loss. Of course, RL is a function of

the chosen model and of all parameter values.

In appendix 5 the results are presented for the RL values of all

alternative models. Here, we give some statistics; the maximum

value , the mean and the standard deviation of the RL values per

17



model. Note that these values are skewed to the right.

It must be noted that some combinations of parameter values lead to

an infinite optimum for the complete model. In such cases the

according expected costs are easily derived, which makes comparison

of the models possible.

In Table 2 the maximum value, the mean and the standard deviation

of RL are denoted by 'max', 'mean' and 'std dev' respectively.

Table 2

model max mean std dev

2 249.5 1. 93 11. 9

3 2.164.10-2 1.51.10-4 9.23.10- 4

4 13.45 0.359 1.05

5 15.43 0.745 1.51

6 459.8 3.16 21.9

We restrict ourselves to the presentation of the main conclusions

that can be drawn from this comparison, over the entire range of

parameter values that we have studied. These conclusions are:

Using model 3 in stead of model 1 will lead to negligible loss.

Other alternative models yield worse results. Therefore, it is

not possible, when we consider the entire ranges of parameter

values used, to avoid estimation of e
D1

, the variance of the

distribution of T
BD1

and A. How accurate these estimates must be

can be determined by executing a sensitivity analysis for the

situation of interest, analogous to the analysis presented in

the first part of this section.

The first conclusion above is very important as it implies that we

can neglect the competing risks part. This result will be used in

our future research on the estimation of the parameters of interest

in this model, based on experimental and subjective data.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE :RESEARCH

The conclusions of the study, presented in this paper, are:

The 2-phase distribution, which is the distribution of the

sojourn time in the bad state, where transition is restricted to

Down 1 (T
BD1

), is not entirely needed if a finite optimum

inspection strategy exists. To calculate the expected long-term

total cost per unit of time, ~ (T), only the density of this

distribution is needed for QStsT. Of course the optimal strategy,

* *T, is not known, but in most practical situations T will be

smaller than the mean of the distribution, so the right tail of the

*distribution does not have any influence on T .

Under the assumption that the 2-phase distribution is a common

lifetime distribution, only the mean and variance have to be

estimated. This is important for the acquirement of data, because

we only have to concentrate on two characteristics of the

distribution. The exact shape plays no role. In practice it will be

useful to analyze the sensitivity of the final decision for

changing distributions, where the mean and variance are fixed. The

idea is that this sensitivity is very small in most situations.

The competing risks can be left out of consideration to

*determine the optimal inspection strategy, T. This is also

important for the acquirement of data, because it shows that

planning inspections for two-phase failure modes can be done

without regarding other possible failure modes on the same system.

The results of the analyses in this paper are useful when

condition monitoring techniques have to be applied in practice,

because it is shown which parameters have to be estimated for

unknown distributions, and how to calculate the expected long-term

cost per unit of time. Before optimizing these costs, which leads

to the optimal strategy, the existence of a finite optimum can be

checked easily.
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To apply this model in practice needs research on estimation of the

parameters concerned. Because of a lack of historical data we will

often have to rely on expert opinion. The above conclusions are

important for future research because these show what information

is needed.

Our future research will concern practically suitable methods to

elicitate expert opinion and estimate the parameters from this

information.
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APPENDIX 1 Derivation of L(T)

. ) b h . tillLet TDl=TGB+TBDl and TD2=m~n(TGD2,TGB+TBD2 e t e t~mes

arrival in state Down 1 and Down 2 respectively (conditioned on the

occasion) °

Then the cdf of the cycle length L is

for x ~ 0

for 0 < x < T

for x?; T.

Let F (x) = P(T
D1

~ x V T
D2

~ x) for x ?; O.

Note that FL (x) is discontinuous at x=T, with a discrete jump of

size 1 - F (T) .

Now L(T) is the expectation of L, hence

T

T - I F (u) du
o

T

L(T) = I XodF(x) + To (l-F(T»
o
T

= I (1 - FD1 (u» ° (1 - F
D2

(u»du,
o

with F
D1

the cdf of T
D1

and F
D2

the cdf of T
D2

, and

Ju ... JU'"F
D1

(u) = F(u-Y)Ae-~Ydy = F(u) - f(v)e-~(u-v)dv,
o 0

where F and f are the cdf and density function of the

distribution of T
BD1

• The function F
D2

(u) is given by

[Il]

[12]

-lJ.u
1 - e ° [13]

Inserting [12] and [13] into [II] yields
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T T T u
L(T) J e-~udu J F(u)e-~udu + J J f(v)eAVe-(A+~)udvdu

o 0 0 0

__1_(1 _ e-~T) l_JTf(U)e-~UdU + ~-~TF(T)
~ ~ 0 ~

T T
+ --_l--J f(v)e-~vdv - 1 c-~TJ f(v)c-A(T-V)dv

A + ~ 0 A + ~ 0

~ [ 1 - e-~T + e-~TF(T) - ~~~e-~TII (T) - ~:~I2(T)]

~ [ 1 - e-(~+~)T - e-~T[l - -AT
- F(T) + I

1
(T) )= e

- (A ~ ~){ 1
2

(T) - e-~Tl1 (T) } ]
~ ( 1 -

T) - p - p ) 1
"G B D1 ----,:;:-PD2·

o
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APPENDIX 2 Proof of theorem 1.

*A sufficient condition for the existence of a finite T with

*M(T ) < M(oo) = 1 is found by considering the sign of M' (T) as T~.

It is obvious that this condition is necessary as well, if it is

known that M(T) has an optimum for at most one finite value of T.

Let G (T)
COl
---

C

where C is defined by

C so that is a positive constant.

It will be clear that G(T) and M(T) behave similarly. The following

results straightforwardly:

lim G(T) 00, lim G' (T) -00, lim G (T) G(oo), lim G' (T) 0,
T.J.. O T.J.. O T~ T~

with G(oo)
COl

C

*A sufficient condition for the existence of a finite T is proved,

when G' (T)lO as T~. This way we find:

+ PG'C
G

+ P'C + P' C
B B 01 01

(
l-P _p _p )2}

G B 01

G' (T) = 1 [ 1
1-P -P -P 1-P -P -P

G B 01 G B 01

> 0

{ multiplication by

C (p,p +P'P +P' P ) +
G G G B G 01 G

C (p,p +P'P +P' P ) +
B G B B B 01 B

CD1[PGPD1+PBPD1+PD1PDll}

]
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CG( p' + P'p + Pb1PG - P'P - PCl D1 ) +G B G G B

CB ( P' + P'P + P' P - P'P - P'P ) +B G B D1 B B G B D1

CD1 ( Pb1 + p'P + P'P - P' P - P' P ) > o.
G D1 B D1 D1 G D1 B

The necessary derivatives are:

P' =
D1

P'
G

P'
B

11(T)

12(T)

_(A+f.l)e-(A+f.l)T

-f.lT ( -AT )-f.le 1-e -F(T)+I
1

(T)

Ae-f.lTl1 (T)

f (T) - AIl (T)

e-f.lTf(T) .

-f.lT ( -AT )+ Ae e -I
1

(T)

All probabilities and their derivatives are known, which leads to

G' (T) > 0 ~

+

-AT -AT
-f.l + f.le + f.lF(T) - f.ll

1
(T) + Ae - All (T)

- Ae - (A+f.l) T (l-F (T) +I
1

(T») + Ae-f.lTl1 (T) (l-F (T) +I
1

(T) )

~ -AT+ ~(A+f.l)I1 (T)I2 (T) - (A+f.l)e 1
2

(T) +

(A+f.l) e-(A+f.l) TIl (T) + f.lI2(T) - f.lI2(T)F(T)

- ~.-~TI1 (T)(,-F(T)+I , (T)] - ~.-~T(I1(T»2}]

+ COl".-~T [ ~I, (T) - ~.-~TI2 (T) - ~.-~TI1 (T) (1-.-~T-F (T) +1 , (T) ]

+ A : f.l{(A+f.l)e-
AT

I
2

(T) + (A+f.l)e-f.l
T

(I
1

(T»2

- (A+f.l)e-(A+f.l) TIl (T) - All (T)I
2

(T)

- ~I2 (T) ('-F (T) +1 , (T)] + ~.-~TI, (T) ('-F (T) ])]

> o. [I4]

(A+f.l)T .This expression is multiplied with e , thereafter tak~ng the
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limit for T~. The following notation is introduced:

e
AT

(l - F(T»),
I' AT ro

AA := lim B := ~m e 1
1

(T) = f(u)e udu ,
T~ T~ a

D .= lim e (A-Il) TI
l

(T) (1 - F(T»), H := lim e(A-Il)T(I
1

(T»2,

T~ T~

lim
AT

lim e
AT

I 2 (T)(1 - F(T»),J .= e 1
1

(T)I
2

(T), K :=
T~ T~

and

lim 1
1

(T)
T~

o and 1
2

(00) = lim 1
2

(T),
T~

where 1
1

(00)

assures that

be shown that

o because All (T) is a convolution density which

liffiAl
1

(T)=O. Assuming that all limits exist, it will
T~

1
2

(00) = LT(Il),

with LT(s) J
oo -su
f(u)e du,

a
the Laplace transform of f(t).

Rewriting [14] now gives

G' (T) > 0 for T~ (with G' (00)=0)

CG{ AI 2 (00) - (A + Il) } +

CB{ 1l(1 - A - B) + A(l - B + D + H + J - 1
2

(00»)

+ ~(K - D - H)
A + Il

CD1{ A(B - D) + A :1l1l(D > O.

Obviously, if A < 00 and B < 00, then

D = 0, H = 0, J = BI
2

(00) and K = AI
2

(00), which results in
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G' (T) > 0 for T~

CD1 A{ B(l - 12 (00») - A ~ ~AI2(00)} >

CG{ A + ~ - AI2 (00) } +

CB{ ~(1 - A : ~I2(00») + (B - 1) (A + ~ - AI2 (00») }.

All that remains to show is:

B < 00 ~ A = O.

This follows from

A JOOo seT f(u)du s
T J

oo A
f(u)e udu ,

T

and

B J
oo A

f(u)e udu < 00
o

0, hence

A
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APPENDIX 3 Proof of theorem 2.

Here the complete proof is not given, only those parts that differ

from the proof of theorem 1. The method is analogous to that of

appendix 2, but now we look at ~(T) itself, and not at a function

like M(T) •

Again, the first derivative of ~(T) must be positive for all large

values of T, meaning that ~(T) approaches its limiting value (which

exists also in this case) from below.

The behaviour of ~(T) near T=O is the same as in the model with

competing risks, so again it remains to show that this condition is

sufficient.

We have

with
- - --C' (T) L (T) - C (T) L' (T)

~, (T)

(L(T»)2

C(T) cGe-
AT

+ CB (1-e-
AT

-F(T)+I
1

(T») + C
D1

(F(T)-I1 (T»)

C' (T) = CG(-Ae-
AT

) + cB(Ae-AT-AI
1

(T») + CD1 (AI 1 (T»)

L' (T) 1 - F (T) + II (T) .

Because only the sign of ~, (T) is important, if suffices to analyze

. t M 1 . l' b AT k' l' , d~ s numerator. u t~p y~ng y e , and ta ~ng the ~m~t as T ten s

to infinity, leads to:

{ Note that T2 J:Uf(U)dU }
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~, (T) > 0 for T to infinity

CD1ABT2 > C
G

(1+AT2) + CB (B(1+AT2 )-1-AT2),

with B as in appendix 2.

This results immediately in theorem 2.

An interesting question to analyze is the following: Does Theorem 2

result from Theorem 1 if Jl>O decreases to 07

It can be shown that this indeed is true, using

2

1 -Jlu
1 - Jlu +

(Jlu) for all u~O.- Jlu :5 e :5
2

m

Define M
2

= f u
2

f (u) du,
o

finite. We have

a second moment which was assumed to be

1 - JlT
2

which leads to

1
A

1
T

2
- L M

1 - --I (m)

T + A + Jl 2 T + T
22 2

:5

_A_(l - I (m»)
:5

T
2

T
2

Jl
- --r2A + Jl 2

Now, because T
2

and M
2

are finite, this gives:

A
1 - x-+jlI2 (m)

A ~ Jl(l - 12 (m»)

This result shows us that theorem 2 can be obtained from

theorem 1 by allowing Jl to decrease to zero.
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APPENDIX 4 Sensitivity Analysis (Results)

We describe a sensitivity analysis, using the following set of

standard values for the parameters:

A=l, ~=1, C
G
=l, C

B
=6, C

D1
=100, and the 2-phase distribution

is Weibull, with mean=0.2 and ~=3 (resulting in variance=0.005).

The costs of failure by competing risks, C
D2

has no influence on

the optimal strategy (of course it has direct influence on the

related expected costs). We state C
D2

=C
D1

and do not need to look

at these costs any further.

We give all results of the sensitivity analyses in tables. For each

table we've chosen 10 values for one parameter, not changing the

*other parameter values. We present the optimal strategy T , the

*corresponding performance measure M(T ) and expected costs per unit

*of time, 4> (T ). We also give the lower and upper bounds for an

*interval of T-values with M(T) differing less than 10% from M(T )

(these bounds are denoted by To resp. T ).
* ' u

The behaviour of M(T ) as function of the several parameters is

*not intuitively clear, although M(T ) itself is easy to interpret.

(Some extreme values are left out of the schemes)
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1. Sensitivity to changes in A

Table 3

* * *A T M(T ) ~(T ) Tt
Tu

0.001 »0.5

0.1 0.24 0.756 106.10 0.18 0.39

0.25 0.17 0.442 108.68 0.13 0.23

0.5 0.14 0.304 111. 45 0.11 0.18

0.75 0.13 0.251 113.64 0.10 0.16

1 0.12 0.223 115.56 0.09 0.15

2 0.10 0.182 121. 95 0.07 0.13

3 0.09 0.171 127.35 0.07 0.12

4 0.09 0.168 132.14 0.06 0.12

10 0.08 0.184 154. 02 0.06 0.11

*Table 3 shows that T decreases for increasing A within the range

*we have studied. M(T ) shows that the optimal inspection strategies

lead to significantly lower expected costs than no inspections lead

to.

Notes:

1. For A=l we have the standard set.

2. For AE[0.5,4] the standard set-optimum, T=0.12, is in the

10%-interval [Tt,Tu ]'
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2. Sensitivity to changes in ~

Table 4

* * *Il T M(T ) ~(T ) T
t

Tu
0.001 0.12 0.197 16 .51 0.09 0.15

0.1 0.12 0.200 26.35 0.09 0.15

0.25 0.12 0.204 41.21 0.09 0.15

0.5 0.12 0.210 65.99 0.09 0.15

0.75 0.12 0.217 90.77 0.09 0.15

1 0.12 0.223 115.56 0.09 0.15

2 0.12 0.252 214.71 0.09 0.16

3 0.12 0.283 313.89 0.09 0.16

4 0.13 0.316 413.08 0.10 0.16

10 0.14 0.545 1008.76 0.11 0.18

*Table 4 shows that T is non-sensitive to changes in ~. For large Il

(~=10 is already very large compared to A=1) the contribution of

the 2-phase part becomes small (note that from the expected cost

per unit of time for ~=10 only 8.76 results from the 2-phase part,

as 10'100=1000 results from the competing risks). We see that

inspection can save a significant part of costs from the 2-phase

part, but for large ~ the costs from the competing risks highly

exceed the costs of the 2-phase part. If ~=10A then failures

caused by the 2-phase failure mode are rare compared to

C.R.-failures, so the need for inspection will not be very high.

Notes:

1. For ~=1 we have the standard set.

2. The optimum from the standard set, T=0.12, is within [Tt,T
u

] for

all ~ in table 4.

*3. The expected costs ~ (T ) depend strongly on Il. If ~ is large

there are more failures by competing risks, each resulting in cost

C
D2

=100.

4. For very large ~ there is still a finite optimal critical age,

but this will hardly ever be reached, because almost all cycles end

by a competing risk failure.
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3. Sensitivity to changes in C
B

Table 5

* * *Cs T M(T ) 4'(T ) T
t

Tu
2 0.12 0.174 112.14 0.09 0.14

3 0.12 0.187 112.99 0.09 0.15

4 0.12 0.199 113.85 0.09 0.15

5 0.12 0.211 114.70 0.09 0.15

6 0.12 0.223 115.56 0.09 0.15

7 0.12 0.236 116.41 0.09 0.16

8 0.12 0.248 117.26 0.09 0.16

10 0.12 0.272 118.97 0.09 0.16

20 0.13 0.394 127.41 0.09 0.19

50 0.17 0.740 151. 51 0.09 0.30

*Table 5 shows that T is non-sensitive to small changes in C
E

. In

practice it will often be possible to estimate Cs accurately.

Although Tt is not really constant (as it seems to be in two

decimals), it is remarkably non-sensitive to changes in Cs .

Especially for Cs=50 the length of the interval [Tt,Tu] indicates

*that M is very flat near T .

Notes:

1. For Cs=6 we have the standard set.

2. T=0.12 is in all 10%-intervals [Tt,T
u
].

* *3. 4'(T ) and T increase with Cs ' which is intuitively clear.
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4. Sensitivity to changes in C
D1

Table 6

* * *
COl T M(T ) ~(T ) T

l
T
u

10 »0.5

25 0.19 0.645 111.23 0.14 0.28

50 0.15 0.383 113.34 0.11 0.20

75 0.13 0.280 114.61 0.10 0.17

90 0.12 0.243 115.21 0.09 0.16

100 0.12 0.223 115.56 0.09 0.15

110 0.12 0.208 115.90 0.09 0.15

125 0.11 0.188 116.32 0.08 0.14

200 0.10 0.130 118.05 0.07 0.12

1000 0.06 0.037 125.49 0.05 0.08

* *Table 6 shows a logical behaviour of T and ~(T ) for increasing

COl' because the higher the cost of failure by the 2-phase failure

mode, the more we want to prevent the system to arrive at Down 1,

*and therefore more inspections are needed. The behaviour of M(T )

is also intuitively clear, because the higher COl' the more can be

saved (relatively) on the 2-phase part by performing inspections.

Notes:

1. For C
01

=100 we have the standard set.

2. T=0.12 is in the 10%-interval [Tl,T
u

] for C
01

E[50,200].
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(this does not hold for all

5. Sensitivity to changes in mean of 2-phase distribution

Table 7

* * *mean T M(T ) ~(T ) Tt
Tu

0.001

0.05 0.04 0.407 136.93 0.04 0.05

0.1 0.07 0.286 123.65 0.06 0.09

0.15 0.10 0.244 118.50 0.07 0.12

0.2 0.12 0.223 115.56 0.09 0.15

0.25 0.14 0.213 113.66 0.10 0.18

0.3 0.16 0.207 112.31 0.12 0.21

0.5 0.25 0.207 109.23 0.18 0.33

1 0.46
1

0.252 106.15 0.32 0.63

3 1. 53
2

0.530 102.38 1.12 2.05

* *Table 7 shows a relationship between T , ~(T ) and the mean of

T
BD1

, that is intuitively clear. Of all parameters studied the mean

has most influence. The behaviour of M is not easy to interpret,

but M shows that inspections can significantly reduce the costs.

Notes:

1. For mean=0.2 we have the standard set.

*2. In table 7 two values of T are representatives for a collection

of value~ leading to the same performance measure (determined up to

2 decimals) for a fixed value of the mean:

(1) mean=l, then T=0.46 and T=0.47 give the same results

(2) mean=3, then T=1.48 T=1.58 all give the same results.

*3. The mean has much influence on T . T=O .12 is in the [Ti' Tu]

interval for mean e [0.15,0.3].

*4. In all these cases T < mean

combinations of the cost parameters: if e
D1

is just large enough to

*let a finite optimum exist, then T can be greater than the mean of

T
BD1

) •
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6. Sensitivity to changes in (3 (variance of 2-phase distribution)

Table 8

* * *(3 (variance) T M(T ) ~(T ) T
t

T
u

0.5 (0.200) 0.08 0.747 156.94 0.04 0.22

1 (0.040) 0.08 0.458 132.68 0.05 0.13

1.5 (0.018) 0.09 0.339 123.86 0.06 0.13

2 (0.011) 0.10 0.280 119.59 0.07 0.14

2.5 (0.007) 0.11 0.246 117.14 0.08 0.15

3 (0.005) 0.12 0.223 115.56 0.09 0.15

3.5 (0.004) 0.13 0.208 114.48 0.10 0.16

4 (0.003) 0.13 0.197 113.66 0.10 0.16

5 (0.002) 0.14 0.181 112.56 0.11 0.17

6 (0.002) 0.15 0.171 111.86 0.12 0.18

Table 8 shows that if (3 increases, T
BD1

gets a more deterministic

character, and inspections can reduce the costs more and more. Less

*variance in T
BD1

also induces that T increases, which is

intuitively clear. For a deterministic T 1 (the limit as (3~), we
* BD

will get T =0.2 (see section 3), so there will never be a failure

by the 2-phase part. This declares the behaviour of ~ and M.

Notes:

1. For (3=3 we have the standard set.

2. T=0.12 is in all [Tt,T
u
]' although the shapes of the

distributions differ extremely. We see that the variance is not as

important as the mean.

3. For large (3 the performance measure M becomes small, indicating

a large improvement if the optimal strategy is used in comparison

to no inspection at all. For (3 very large the case of a

deterministic 2-phase time is approximated.
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(t>O) ,

7. Sensitivity to changes of the 2-phase distribution

We wondered whether, if we state the mean and variance of the

distribution of T
BD1

, the exact shape of the distribution has a

significant influence on the optimal inspection strategy, and on

the expected costs. We already know that the right tail of this

*distribution has no influence if a finite T exists (see section

3) •

It is neither possible nor necessary to compare all sorts of

extreme distributions. We compare 4 distributions that are

frequently used as lifetime distributions:

1. Weibull (also used above)

2. Gamma

3. Lognormal

4. Truncated Normal.

The truncation of the normal distribution is necessary to leave out

the negative part. All these distributions have 2 parameters, which

we determine such that the means and variances are equal. We look

at the situation according to the standard set (mean=O.2 and ~=3,

so variance=O. 005) and to another situation, in which we expect

especially the Weibull and the Truncated Normal to be more

different (mean=0.2 and ~=1.5, so variance=O.018).

We give the density functions with the according means and

variances, together with the parameter values for the two cases

considered.

1. Weibull (a,~):

f(t) = a~(at)~-1exp[-(at)~]

ETBD1= ~ r(1 + ~ ), varTBD1= :2{r(1 + ~) - r
2

(1 + ~ )}.

f(t) =

2. Gamma (k,A):

A(At)k-le-At

r (k)
(t>O) ,
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3. Lognormal (~,~):

f(t) =

ET =
BDl

1 exp [- 1 ( lnt - ~ )2] (t>O),
(21l) 1/2~t ~ ~

exp(~ + ~2), VarT
BD1

= [exp(~2)-1]exp(2~+~2).

4. Truncated Normal (~,~):

f(t)

~( t~~ )

~1 Z(-~ Jf (t>O) ,

where ~ and Z are the density and the CDF of the standard normal

distribution.

2
varT

BD1
= ~ ~

~~
~

+ -
-~1-Z -
~ J

[--±tL]2*J
The first situation is

according parameters are:

0.2 and varT
BD1

0.005. The

1. Weibull, a = 0.224 and 13 = 3

2. Gamma, k 7.57 and A 37.85

3. Lognormal, IJ. = -1. 67 and ~ = 0.352

4. Truncated Normal, ~ = 0.199 and ~ = 0.072 .

In figure 1 the functions ~(T) are given for the Weibull, Gamma and

Lognormal distributions, in figure 2 for the Weibull, Gamma and

Truncated Normal. All parameters are set at the values of the

standard set.

Figure 1 shows that the expected costs differ only slightly near

the optimal inspection ages, according to all three models. The

same holds for figure 2.
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Figure 1 Weibull, Gamma and Lognormal distribution for T
aD1

,

with mean*O.2 and variance=O.OOS.
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Figure 2 Weibull, Gamma and Truncated Normal distribution

for TaDI , with mean-O.2 and variance-O.OOS.
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In figure 1 the upper graph is the function for the Weibull case

(we look at the part near T=O.l, where the graphs can be

distinguished), the middle graph for the Gamma, and the lower for

the Lognormal case.

In figure 2 there are two graphs which can not be distinguished at

all. These are the functions for the Weibull and the Truncated

Normal case. The lower is the graph for the Gamma case.

The second situation is

according parameters are:

0.2 and varT
BD1

0.018. The

1. Weibull, a = 0.222 and ~ = 1.5

2. Gamma, k 2.17 and A 10.85

3. Lognormal, ~ = -1.80 and ~ = 0.616

4. Truncated Normal, ~ = 0.182 and ~ = 0.124.

In figure 3 the functions ~(T) are given for the Weibull, Gamma and

Lognormal distributions, in figure 4 for the Weibull, Gamma and

Truncated Normal. All other parameters are set at the values of the

standard set.

In figure 3 the graphs are, from upper to lower, the functions for

respectively the Weibull, Gamma and Lognormal case.

In figure 4 we look to the graphs near T=0.15, and then the graphs

are, from upper to lower, the Weibull, Gamma and Truncated Normal

respectively.

Here we see larger differences then in figures 1 and 2, but again

the differences in the expected costs are small. The optimal

inspection ages, according to all the models, do not lead to large

differences in the expected costs.

From this analysis we state that the distribution that we assume

for T
BD1

does not significantly influence the expected costs,

according to the resulting optimal inspection strategy. However,

this distribution should be suited as a lifetime distribution under

normal circumstances, so for extremely shaped distributions such a

result does not hold.
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Figure 3 Weibull, Gamma and Lognormal distribution for T
BD1

,

with mean=0.2 and variance=O.OlS.
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Figure 4 Weibull, Gamma and Truncated Normal distribution

for TBDl , with mean=0.2 and variance-O.OlS.
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APPENDIX 5 Model Comparison (Results)

In this appendix, results of the model comparison in section 5 are

presented. The reader is refered to section 5 for descriptions of

the models, and for the definition of Relative Loss (RL). The most

useful statistics were already given in table 2, i.e.:

Table 2

model max mean std dev

2 249.5 1. 93 11. 9

3 2.164'10-2 1.51'10-4 9.23'10-4

4 13.45 0.359 1. 05

5 15.43 0.745 1.51

6 459.8 3.16 21. 9

It must be noted that the maximum RL-values for the models 2 and 6

are derived in situations where the full model does not lead to a

finite maximum, while these models lead to finite ones. The maximum

RL-values for these models are derived for ;\.=J.l=0. 001, C
B

=C
G
=l,

C
D1

=C
D2

=2 and ~=1 (with almost equal results for ~0.25 and ~0.5).

*This situation leads to T =w (no inspection at all) according to

the full model as well as models 3, 4 and 5, while model 2 gives

* *T =1, and model 6 leads to T =0.54. It is obvious that the optimal

strategies according to models 2 and 6 lead to many inspections

during the expected time until transition from the good state to

the bad state, which is equal to 1000 in this situation. This

declares the extreme RL-values.

In table 9, the number of RL-values over a selected number of

intervals is provided for the five models compared. From this table

it is obvious that, model 3 gives much better results than the

other models; the use of model 3 instead of the full model leads to

small losses.

Table 10 gives a more detailed overview of the RL-values of model

3.
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Table 9

interval model 2 model 3 model 4 model 5 model 6

0 - 0.1 913 1890 1302 929 865
0.1 - 0.2 209 73 111 229
0.2 - 0.3 101 53 74 119
0.3 - 0.4 79 54 72 85
0.4 - 0.5 58 51 59 61
0.5 - 0.6 47 65 64 40
0.6 - 0.7 40 36 54 36
0.7 - 0.8 33 50 49 25
0.8 - 0.9 31 22 39 32
0.9 - 1. 0 37 16 24 13
1.0 - co 342 168 415 385

1890 1890 1890 1890 1890

Table 10

interval

o - 0.001
0.001 - 0.002
0.002 - 0.003
0.003 - 0.004
0.004 - 0.005
0.005 - 0.006
0.006 - 0.007
0.007 - 0.008
0.008 - 0.009
0.009 - 0.010

> 0.010

model 3

1827
27
16

7
3
4
1
o
1
o
4

1890

This justifies the conclusion that using model 3, instead of model

1, will lead to negligible loss. This conclusion is important for

future research, and for practical use of the model.

The results of tables 9 and 10 are now presented in histograms,

where the number of RL-values is normalized, resulting in frequency

distributions. Figure 5 gives the results for model 3, according to

table 10. Figures 6 - 9 give the results for models 2, 4, 5 and 6

respectively. It is important to notice that the intervals for

model 3, see figure 5, are much smaller than for the other models.

Therefore, only figures 6 - 9 can be used for a quick comparison of

these models.
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Figure 5 Frequency distribution of the RL-values for model 3
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Figure 6 Frequency distribution of the RL-values for model 2
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Figure 7 Frequency distribution of the RL-values for model 4
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Figure 8 Frequency distribution of the RL-values for model 5
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?igure 9 Frequency distribution of the RL-values for model 6
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